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   溜雪女 紅領巾飄 雪白樹 

   曝日頭 蜘蛛網頂 露珠閃 



   雲咧飛 咻咻冷風 樹無葉  

仔溜雪 老母看 陽台頂 



直直走 郊狼逐鹿 直直走      





  比翼鳥 鴛鴦夫妻 無分離 

規日傱 為著生活 活 在  



機械力 火車頭拖 地球走 

水筆仔 胎生植物 在流行 





變做欲 到春星丌 喘氣聲       
 ***** 

大金瓜 去南十字星 丌途中 
***** 



考水批 石頭無去 到銀河 
*****  

無上落 車門關起 藍農忌    
    ***** 
                                                                                       

天狼星 排 整齊 海底山 





南方澳 一碗魚湯 煙仔虎 
 

土地公 嘴笑目笑 眾人好  
    



竹仔欉 搖來搖去 風 醉 

好年冬 立春過後 雨水厚 

感情好 鹹魚配飯 無棄嫌 





  四周圍 連山 動 春天到       

 

梅花香 到暗芳味 更較芳 



不知影 春雨雨粒 呰恁濟 

  日頭花 規花攏總 變種子    



一粒一粒 無名露珠 花頂    





 ＜無雨＞ (台)                   
日月潭 水線漸勼 現洘旱 

＜心＞(台) 
風 招 阮想欲飛 土伓肯  



＜雲丌色＞(台） 
藏 住 深深淺淺 丌意念 



                                  
＜觀前＞(台） 
無顧後 目睭看粿 跤踏火 

<查某人>（台） 
  未嫁  為母強拄 半爿天 





 

  

  

பேரழகி நீ என்ேதை

வாசிை்து காட்டுகிறான்

வாய் பேச முடியாை

புல்லாங்குழல் கதலஞன்

啞笛家 由衷吹奏 絕世美 
 

 ( ）



 

    வருவைாகச் சசான்னாய்

திரும்பிை் திரும்பி ோரக்்கிபறன்

    போபவார் வருபவாதர

    ஆனால் நீ இல்தல

約欲來 濟人行過 看無汝 
 
 

 

ேகல் இரவு

இரவு ேகலாக

நகரக்ிறது காலம் 

 

  



 

    

   日暝過 更過一工 日佮暝  
 
  

 

 

 

 

ஏராளமான ேரிசுகள்

வாழ்நாள் முழுவதும்

இறுதியில் மரணம்

  禮 算 驕傲一生 到死止  
 
   

  



  

 

   

 

 மதழபயாடு பசரந்்து

 ஓய்ந்து விட்டது ஒலிக்கும்

 ைவதளயின் குரல்

田蛤仔 雨聲做伙 恬去了  
 
   

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

   

 
  圓環邊 春風更吹 烟味起 
 

 
 

  
 
  

大稻埕 月娘圓圓 冷吱吱                                                                                                              



 

 

   

     
     

    

 
斟酌聽 廳頭放送 報人名  

 
 

  
    

 
  

   

 
花落土 年年攏開      

    





兩面鏡 直角反射 下身失 
 

 

  有影喔 複印壁面 無精差  



 

  風什色 烏青紅白 黃柑粉 

 

  茫濛矇 照著前途 領航渡 



 

猶凍霜 翻塗放水 望好收  





 



 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zhuang_Zhou
https://sites.google.com/site/zhuangzijiangji/ren-lai-de-lai-tian-lai




天烏烏 大佛目睭 土蜂窩 
 

罩白霧 故鄉山頂 紅肉李 
 

怪鳥飛 深山林內 木屐聲 



溪底蝦 翻看楓葉 紅猶未 







 











一丌着 創造地球 汝逃亡 
   ***** 



比日頭晏 月娘早醒 嘖嘖念      
    *****    

雲頂 甚麼物件 攏會得著     
    *****  
 
  



慢慢仔來鼠淨土 未來一大滴 

***** 

 水晶柱 大落金粉 醒起來  

https://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E8%80%81%E9%BC%A0%E8%88%87%E9%A3%AF%E7%B3%B0
https://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E8%80%81%E9%BC%A0%E8%88%87%E9%A3%AF%E7%B3%B0
https://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%81%8A%E3%82%80%E3%81%99%E3%81%B3%E3%81%93%E3%82%8D%E3%82%8A%E3%82%93
https://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%81%8A%E3%82%80%E3%81%99%E3%81%B3%E3%81%93%E3%82%8D%E3%82%8A%E3%82%93
https://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%81%8A%E3%82%80%E3%81%99%E3%81%B3%E3%81%93%E3%82%8D%E3%82%8A%E3%82%93


http://olddoc.tmu.edu.tw/global-




 

蹛雲頂 遙望家己 行來路 

 

肢微仔 目睭看無 汝命 



   無屍體 誠濟菁英 二二八 

 

為甚麼 白雲走緊 秋天頂 



紙風車 隨風着輪 現世中 
        無風吹來  命着終止 







過日子 一鼎雜菜 好滋味 

巷仔底 安安靜靜 月娘光 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





變異種 難對新跤 醫加工 

      



慢變急 衝向斷崖 水冲噴 
  

雞公變烏鴉 翻轉展翅 無甚麼    



凍鮮雞 歡樂料理 新年到 







天欲光 搓麻雀聲 厝角鳥 



侘寂靜) 焦蔫蓮花 留悲傷

 

雪下跤 地球歇睏 冬天靜    



吸氣冷 冰溶較慢 春天到   

恬寂寂 月娘綴我 作伙行 





海湧大 岸邊平靜 和平鄉   
 



新年到 老化行程 繼續行 

社會是 色彩融壺 水墨畫  
 



 
 
  

含羞草 不管風雨 日頭出 



 
  





 

昨昏去 昨昏離開 伓識我 



伓信看 信所感受 無視、聲、觸 

夢中 對我笑笑 夢中見 
 



  聲無睏 繼續寫字 靜所唱 







金魚仔 日暮水內 泅   



秋中晝 大家對我 頭前過 

  春天到 舞妓胭脂 開始芳 
 



各人在 鳥籠內底 花下晝  

我野性 椅仔吱呴 五月走  





生日月 到 二月 音調懸 
        河墘走行 有跤步聲 



對關宿 天猶更寒 衝出去 
         江戶河墘 騎自轉車 



驚火災 初午無烆 洗身軀 
         遵守古早 教誨之言

驚見笑 丌破雪草 面走出 
         少無小心 頭面攏出















       

古早味 淡水河底 鰈鰓魚 





  藍色暝 水池月沉 李白醉 

沙灘頂 響螺空殼 留號音 



雪戀山 冰刀刻銘 心盟誓 

  錦鯉池 爭食鬥豔 親像人 



  酒佮拳 山城歲月 礦工淚 
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デジタルコンテンツ製作の実務経験を積む。 
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      (haiku; 俳句)- 

Chinese translation by Ooboo Shingo(Chiau-Shin NGO) 
    <At the bottom of winter;冬の底にて> 

 
Cold Major 
Water flows 
Pretending to know nothing 
 
大寒の 水は決意を 秘め流る 
(daikan no mizuwa ketsui wo hime nagaru) 
  
大寒到  水流照樣   裝不知 

    
   大寒到 水流照原 激伓知 

 
  <At the end of the work of 21st century; 
                     21 世紀の仕事終わりに> 
 

Fingers winding up my earphones 
Friday going out 
for the 21st century 
 
イヤフォンを 巻き終える指 金曜日 
(iyahuon wo makioeru yubi kinyoubi) 
 

        把耳機   捲完的指頭   星期五 
 
      加耳機 捲完丌指頭 拜五 

 



 
  < Being aware of the charm of dead plants; 
             枯れた植物の魅力に気づいて> 
 

I do not see  
fallen leaves 
I do see skin remains 
 
葉の落ちた 後には枝の 素肌なり 
(hano ochi ta atoniwa edano suhadanari) 
 
葉掉落  樹枝只剩  光溜皮 
 

   葉仔落 樹枝干焦 滑溜溜  
 
 

       <Spring has come; 春の訪れに> 
 
Spring wind 
Again push my T-shirt 
To the hill 
 
春風に シャツも押されて 丘の上 
(harukaze ni syatsu mo osarete oka no ue) 
 
春風吹  推送襯衫  到小丘 
 

   春風吹  推捒歪寫煮 到山頂  
 
 



 
 

<Wishing for peace and prosperity in Asia; 
                  アジアの平和繁栄を願って> 
 

Voices  
of the Folks 
Winds of the Pacific 
 
民草の 声や太平 洋の風 
(tamikusa no koe ya taiheiyou no kaze) 
 

        民眾的聲音  太平洋的風 
 

  民眾丌聲音 太平洋丌風 
 
 















 >  

  一暝雨 櫻花淋雨 春走了 



冬風吹 無殼露螺 厝底位 

  雪三尺 欲哭無目屎 高麗菜 

 



拍手聲 濟更大聲 銀角少  

 

  難 食 誰會當付 我 枵     

 













 
A foreigner’s thought on “HAIKU” and 
“Japanese haiku” 
              By 

Chiau-Shin NGO (Taiwan) 
(Translated by Chiau-Shin NGO and Anthony WU, from Japanese version) 

It is always a question a foreigner who is going to 
learn Haiku for the first time might encounter. It 
might also occasionally cross the minds of a 
Japanese haiku poet (haijin) who considers the 
haiku more deeply. 

It has been over 100 years since the Haiku was 
introduced to foreign countries, and the problem of 
composing the haiku has occasionally become a 
topic, but at the same time, it has never become a 
kind of formal academic study. It has been handled 
as anyone likes to and ended without any definite 
conclusion.  

Since the internet, so convenient but dissolute 
media has come to daily use for 16 or 17 years, and 
「HAIKU」 and 「Japanese haiku」 have become the 
objects of being able to express anyone ’ s own 
opinion freely without stopping, regulation, 
censorship, and complaint, irrespective of age, 
gender, social standing, occupation, party, and 



education. Nowadays, we can observe and hear 
various kinds of thoughts which one cannot think of 
solely by oneself, and begin to be able to consider 
the future of the haiku. 

A 「HAIKU」 means the so-called haiku which is 
composed in foreign language including 「 kango 
haiku」 (Chinese haiku), and a 「haiku」 means the 
commonly known Japanese short poem of fixed-
form which should include a seasonal word. 

However, the trouble appears on a problem on 
the word 「haiku」. The word 「haiku」 was originally 
named by Shiki Masaoka (1867-1902) in the middle 
of Meiji era (Japan). It has been meant to indicate 
the sentence 「hokku」 - a sentence for the first 
position of linked verse (renku) - when reading 
separately and independently, and the inclusion 
has gone back up to Basho‘ｓ independent hokku
（starting verse）. 

The haiku separates into two main streams. One 
stream is called 「traditional haiku」 which must be 
read in 575 fixed-form and accompanied with 
seasonal word, and should be limited to the rule of 
Shiki ’ s description or Kyoshi ’ s objective 
description or Kacyohuuei (the beauties of nature) 
as the key poetic theme, and the other stream is the 



haikus not composed along with the above-
mentioned conditions. In fact, the other haikus are 
usually called as: “freestyle haiku” and “no 
seasonal word haiku”, or according to its content, 
feature, character, social background as: “new 
trend haiku”, “social haiku”, “avant-garde 
haiku”, “proletarian haiku”, “war haiku”, 
“human being search haiku”, “root haiku”, 
“popular haiku”, “molding haiku”, “art haiku”, 
“international haiku”, and “world haiku” etc. 
Recently, for “ HAIKU ”  or the other “ haiku ” , 
there are some new names like: “ haiku ni nita 
mono” （what is like haiku）, “haiku sou bou haiku” 
(haiku imaging haiku), …etc. Furthermore, there is 
a fact that the Haijin Association sent a request to 
providers of elementary and middle school 
textbooks to strictly obey the rule of kigo and 575 
fixed form concerning the selection of haiku 
examples in the textbook.   
For a foreigner to learn the haiku, the first thing to 
learn is a fixed-form and kigo, the so-called 575 
syllables and season-related word promises. This is 
not only for a foreigner but also for a Japanese 
person to learn haiku in elementary and middle 
school and social haiku group.  



Then the problem occurs. Although it is advocated 
that haiku composition must obey the rule of fixed-
form and relate to the season, many famous haikus 
that are not according to fixed-form nor including 
seasonal words have appeared in the textbook and 
haiku books. However, in kessya (group of haiku 
composition), the master usually edits the works of 
pupils with the comment of “jiamari” (too many 
characters), “jitarazu” (short of character), “no 
seasonal word”, and “overlapped seasonal 
words”. 

On the other hand, as long as it was the work of 
a famous haiku poet, it would be OK, with or 
without a seasonal word, or freestyle of without 575 
fixed-form, and they would usually be interpreted 
or appreciated as you like. And if it was a work of an 
obscure poet, not only would no attention be paid 
but it also might be severely criticized. For instance, 
you can see the famous work of Shiki ‘s “keitou no 
zyu si go hon wa …”, because of a work of Shiki, 
although it was not appreciated at first, afterward, 
it was appreciated particularly with special 
interpretation (although some people will not agree 
with). I have noticed on the net, that a father 
complained that “my son always got award in the 



contest of haiku in the middle school and high 
school days, but after joining the kessya after his 
graduation from high school, he had always been 
criticized severely by the master, and finally he was 
left in despair and finally gave up to compose the 
haiku”. This is a real scene of the haiku world in 
Japan. Isn’t it natural and certain that a foreigner 
would get confused?  

The standard of a haiku taught by the master or 
at the school is different from that which is to be 
evaluated. The haiku learned is a “traditional 
haiku” and if not, it will not be admitted as a haiku, 
however, as long as you have the fame of a haiku 
expert, your haiku work will be appreciated with 
any reason even if it was not a traditional haiku. 
Although, it was an old story that the professor 
Takeo Kuwahara’s “the haiku is a second art” 
talking had proved it. 

(Prof. T. Kuwahara, a professor of French 
literature, criticized haiku as “if a novel and a 
theater are the first art, then the haiku is a second 
class art, not a literature ”, in 1946. He selected 10 
and 5 haikus each from the works of expert and non-
expert haiku poets, and let people to choose out the 
works of the expert, but none succeeded, with this 



result he concluded that a haiku is a second class 
art.) 

The impression and perception of a 
phenomenon are different between a composer and 
a reader. The experience of human life is usually 
completely different between a composer and a 
reader, thus it is not agreeable to criticize other’s 
impressions carelessly. One year ago, there aroused 
a social movement called “mammoth judge” by 
students in Taiwan. Its meaning is somewhat 
different from that of “mammoth parent” in 
Japan, but it occurred in order to reject a wrong 
judgment caused by the different experiences of 
human life. 

How and why the HAIKU, but not tanka (short 
poem with syllables of 57577 in Japanese) nor 
senryu (another short poem of 575 without kigo in 
Japanese) , spread worldwide and welcomed and 
composed with all kinds of languages have long 
been discussed, however still no conclusion seems 
to be obtained. 

From the point of view of a beginner, I’d like to 
express my opinion. The HAIKU is an extremely 
short poem with the style of concentrated to its 
extremity and unable to make it a bit shorter, and it 



cannot express its entire picture because of its 
shortness, therefore leaves blanks like that of a 
drawing in Indian ink, and the reader may 
appreciate it with his own impression as he likes by 
the reader’s own experience in his life.      

By the way, 1. the shortest poem, 2. 
uncompleted integrity, 3. leaving blanks to be 
appreciated by the reader according to his/her own 
experience, these three conditions are surely a 
feature not to be owned by other form of poems, 
therefore it must be a poem welcomed by both 
moody poets and general publics and will be most 
easily composed with any languages. At the same 
time, the appreciation of the haiku is left free to the 
reader’s own thinking. With all these conditions, it 
is natural and certain that the HAIKU will be 
welcome and accepted worldwide.      

By the way, let’s think about the situation of 
the haiku in Japan. There is no problem concerning 
the shortest form of a poem. Japanese is a flat 
language, so each tone has the same length, an 
isochronic language. Therefore, Japanese has no 
rhyming nor pitching of those in Chinese, and nor 
the accent of those in English. 



The 575 fixed-form really is the most suitable 
rhythm for Japanese, but there is also no reason for 
its absolute necessity. Concerning the musicality of 
a poem, there are some selections such as: 
rhythmical, rhyming, pleasant to ear, easy to speak 
and etc. The count of rhythm in Japanese is 
expressed by mora (a short syllable). One Japanese 
kana tone is counted as one mora, and 5 and 7 mora 
are the most comfortable rhythm to speak and 
pleasant to the ear. It is as like as the fixed 5 and 7 
words in the Tang poem of China.     

Each piece of poetry or song in Japan and China 
has its own rhythm of “internal rhythm”, 
therefore it is not necessary to follow strictly to 
“external rhythm”. The only problem is that the 
internal rhythm is not so easily noticed and also 
different between each piece of poem and readers, 
that to follow generally to plain and easy to 
understand 575 fixed-form is reasonable. However, 
to follow strictly to the fixed form is questionable 
too. I think whether it is the haiku or Chinese poem, 
as long as it is easy to speak or pleasant to the ear, 
then it has its root of musicality. If it has rhyming or 
correspondence it will be better. The 575 fixed-form 
for the haiku, as mentioned above, is the problem 



of the musical rhythm of Japanese. As all the 
languages of the world have their own musical 
rhythm for their own languages to be pleasant to 
the ear, it is good enough just to be suitable to the 
musicality of each language and not always agree 
with Japanese 575. 

Kigo (season word in haiku)  is the word of 
greeting of the Japanese custom, so it is usual to be 
present in Japanese haiku, but it is also not peculiar 
when it is absent. Therefore, there have been many 
excellent haikus without kigo. 

The above mentioned three conditions: 1. to 
make it as short as possible, 2. being uncompleted 
perfection, and 3. to leave blanks, are no problem 
for any language to compose a HAIKU. 

Then, the 575 fixed-form haiku is just for the 
Japanese haiku, so there is no necessity for all 
languages of the world to follow. As for the kigo, it 
also is a particular greeting custom and cultural 
background of the Japanese. The similar greeting 
words in English “how do you do?” or “how are 
you?”, and in the new Chinese word “ni-hau” (are 
you OK?), and in Taiwanese “chia-bah-bue?” 
(have you finished the meal yet?) all are the same 
daily custom greeting words in different languages 



when you meet an acquaintance. As a result, the use 
of kigo usually in Japanese haiku is understandable, 
but for foreigners with different customs, they may 
feel somewhat strange and difficult to understand.   

Therefore, the “HAIKU” may accept all the 
above-mentioned conditions of 1, 2, and 3, and the 
presence of the 575-fixed-form and kigo might be 
better, but if not it does not matter. On the contrary, 
sometimes the absolute obedience to the rule will 
become a problem. For instance, in Chinese haiku, 
if you follow strictly to the 575, there will give rise 
to “kanpai” with the amount of content equal to 
that of “tanka”. That amount is too much for 
haiku and is against the first rule of the “shortest” 
of the haiku. If it is composed in 343, 234, or 334, 
then you may compose a beautiful Chinese haiku 
with Chinese rhythm and also may translate 
excellent Japanese haiku into Chinese haiku. In fact, 
there are many such excellent Chinese haikus 
translated from Japanese. When you translated 
according to the rule of 575 Japanese haiku into 
Chinese, they will give rise to so-called “kanpai” 
with the Chinese adverbs of “excessive flowers on 
elegant clothe” or “draw feet on a snake”, not a 
real Chinese haiku. However, “kanpai” is a short 



and simple rule poem as compared to old Chinese 
poem, so it has been accepted and welcomed by the 
general public in the recent 20 years in China. In fact, 
the “kanpai” is not a “HAIKU”, just a fixed-type 
of short modern Chinese poem. 

The poetry begins in the impression. The 
impression is an emotional reaction to phenomena 
that happen in the everyday life of a human being. 
An animal may express its emotion in a variety of 
behaviors, but it cannot express it in symbols like 
human beings. If an impression is the reaction to all 
phenomena (natural circumstance, humanity, and 
duty), the poem should include all the human 
feelings (visual, auditory, touch, taste, and 
olfactory) and personal, esthetic, logical, and 
philosophical feelings, and should also include both 
subjective and objective views, but not limited to 
only visual feelings.       

In the earlier era, the traditional haiku is 
composed of written language. On the other hand, 
the use of Japanese kana is standardized by the 
Ministry of Education as “new kana use”, and the 
style of the use of kana in the pre-war era was 
disused as “old kana use”. Afterward, the use of 
spoken language has become common in 



composing writings, and the modern Japanese has 
developed largely toward katakana foreign 
language (Japan-made katakana coin words), and 
so on. This phenomenon proves that in actuality, 
even the language and the traditional haiku as the 
art of a language, are unable to go against the 
change in the stream of the era. Everything on the 
earth is changing eternally without rest, certainly, 
the culture and thinking are also unable to be out of 
this rule. Isn’t this phenomenon supporting 
evidence for the impossibility of the adherence to 
the customs and traditions? Therefore, is not it 
quite natural to compose haiku in foreign languages?   
Why does only the haiku among many types of 
poem get the interest of all human beings? Why 
does only the haiku spread into all kinds of 
languages? After all, couldn’t it be ascribed to the 
shortness of the work, easy composing of the 
matter occurring in daily life, and the blanks left for 
the imagination? 

Concerning the easy composing of the haiku, 
even the children and the elementary school 
students can compose it. There are only differences 
between the “easiness” and “difficulty”, and 
“simplicity” and “deepness” of the content of 



the work. There is no complicated rule so that even 
the elementary school pupils can use the simplest 
words and phrases in composing what he/she saw 
or met in their daily lives, and the grown-ups can 
compose the haiku according to their own life 
experiences and inherited sensitivities of different 
depth, and enjoy and appreciate it. 

Nowadays, the elementary school children 
learn HAIKU in school in the U.S.A. However, in 
Japan, the origin of the haiku, there are still some 
people who reject this glory of national culture, and 
insist on what is not traditional haiku is not a haiku, 
and I feel deeply confused about it.   

Concerning the rules, Shiki has sorted those 
haiku works which were composed not according to 
the rule into the miscellaneous group, but still 
included it in the category of the haiku. However, 
some of posterity pretend to not know of this fact.    

The “objective description” of Kyoshi is a rule 
for getting around the difficulty of understanding of 
“subjective impression” for the general public 
and not a meaning of forbidding to compose the 
haiku with subjective feelings. In fact, Kyoshi 
himself has composed many haikus with subjective 
phenomena, and many of the other haiku 



composers have done the same too. Therefore, this 
explanation is said to be for the sake of defending 
Kyoshi’s assertion of “objective description”.   

All the rules are “artificial” and are under the 
situation of variability. Moreover, when we consider 
whether Shiki did or did not, or could or could not 
anticipate the present progress of the haiku, we 
could not consider what Shiki had really intended 
and developed to do for the reforming of the haiku. 
I doubt if Shiki has not been so short-lived, who 
would dare to say, with Shiki’s smart and 
reforming character that he would adhere to these 
rules forever and would not reform the haiku 
further.   

Recently, Zyunnosuke Imaizumi indicated in his 
newly published writing 《What did Shiki bury?》 
(2011.9) that Shiki’s discourse: “There have been 
none good haizin in the era from Edo to the middle 
of Meiji, after Buson and Issa, and the haiku works 
composed in this period were all 〈 fairly 
conventional 〉 ”  is incorrect. And, thinking of 
another fact that Kazuo Ichikawa has also said the 
same opinion in his writing 《the dawn of modern 
haiku》 in 1975, but it was neglected because of his 
assertion of none-season, free-type and colloquial 



haiku under the big circumstances of traditional 
haiku supremacy, we have to admit the misfortune 
of the influence of the adherence of habit on the 
culture. When we know that the winner of the Nobel 
Literature prize in 2011 is Thomas Transtoroma who 
is a good composer of a short poem, HAIKU, how 
should we consider it?     
As long as the HAIKU is in agreement with the 
above-mentioned substances of the haiku, it is 
really a haiku itself, and it can be composed of all 
the different kinds of languages. Therefore, as the 
haiku works composed are the shortest, impossible 
to be condensed more, responding to momentary 
impression, and leaving blanks to allow the readers 
to explain or decipher by themselves, I think they 
are all haikus whether they are subjective, objective, 
about great nature, personal, or social poems. 
Every language has its own style or form, for 
instance, the Japanese have a “575-style”, a 
phonetic language has a “three- line poem”, 
Chinese has a “kango haiku” (Chinese haiku), and 
freestyle is one of the other styles of them.        

The “kire” marks the end of a sentence and is 
the way of expression in Japanese. Every language 
has its own way of expressing an end of a sentence, 



and every language may use its own method of 
expressing the end of a sentence. There is not any 
problem, I presume. 

Then, as the rules of 《season word centralism》, 
《objective description》, and 《kachohuuei》 (the 
beauties of nature as the key poetic theme) are 
rules by one person ’ s assertion, it should not 
become an obstacle for the development of the 
haiku. Everything has its creation, development, 
and reform stages, so that nothing could limit and 
obstruct the development and reformation of all 
the things. They are rules of an inner circle limited 
within a small range, and also a temporary ruling. 
Accordingly, in the field of haiku we could not add 
any rule of a group to the whole haiku field too. We 
respect the rules of the traditional haiku, however 
they are after all the rules of the traditional haiku 
only in its field. 

Originally, the poetry is a composing of the 
impression, and the impression is different by the 
social background of the times. I don’t think that 
it is good to compose poem only on the things 
concerning nature. There was a good example in 
China. It was the famous event of “54-culture 
reformation movement” occurred about 90 years 



ago. Before that time, most Chinese poets 
composed only poems concerning nature and love 
daily. They were attacked by the students who want 
social reformation as only “moaning without 
sickness”. Afterward, the poem in China has 
changed to the thriving of a colloquial language 
modern poem without any complicated rules.  

  However, so many modern poets have 
composed the poem of too “flight of idea” that is 
difficult to be understood by the general public, and 
finally, the poem composing has led the general 
public away. Although it is still a mess at present, it 
seems that the colloquial language modern poem is 
the form of a poem that would be most accepted by 
the general public.  

Surely, the impression of visual sense can flight 
to the thinking of the philosophy. Then what about 
the impression by other senses, composing with 
blanks left, and let the readers to appreciate it 
deeply and fascinated by their own impression 
obtained from their own experiences. The 
impression of the composer and the reader are not 
always the same. Isn’t it good enough? It is truly a 
case of killing two birds with one stone. 



Everyone has their different experiences of life. 
One person’s experience is not the same as others. 
A haiku composed by one person is not always fully 
understood by others. Particularly, an impression 
obtained by a person with special sense or 
particular experience is not easily understood by 
others. 

I would like to leave narrow-meaning of “haiku” 
for Japanese haiku to express respect for it, and 
mean to include all of “traditional” and so-called 
not traditional: “non-seasonal”, “freestyle”, 
“social”, and “exploring human being”…… 

Then, the name “traditional haiku” will be left 
solely for those haikus that strictly obey Kyoshi’s 
three rules. It is a sub-group under “haiku” item, 
on the same level as: “without season”, 
“freestyle” or “human nature exploring” etc. 
Any comment? 

The origin of haiku is from Japan, therefore, 
concerning the substance of haiku, we ought to 
follow died young Shiki’s reforming spirit, 
respecting the old but developing the new. 
Japanese ought to explore actively to accomplish 
the great haiku reforming work of Shiki.    



The above description might be an immature 
thought of a foreign beginner of the haiku, and  
might be laughed down or neglected.                  

The above writing is a summary of my original 
writing “《haiku》, 《world haiku》, 《kango haiku》”,  
with 80,000 words. If you have interest in details  
you may go over to it (Japanese).                       
http://oobooshingo.blogspot.tw/2012/03/blog-
post.html  
             （2012-10-02） 
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